Cart Usage and Rules Effective April 1, 2022

A. Purpose
In order to significantly reduce and/or limit excessive wear and tear to the turf areas on the golf course due to cart
traffic, the following policy will be applied.
B. Definitions



Traditional Golf Cart (TGC) – Designed to for use on the golf course with a capacity of two riders.
Single Rider Cart (SRC) – A TGC with only one rider.

C. Cart Usage
Each tee time will be limited to two (2) golf carts, with the intent that a foursome would have two riders per cart.
1.

Exception
If anyone is uncomfortable sharing a golf cart, and they will be using a privately-owned cart, the group may be
allowed to play the course with the additional carts. However, the following restrictions shall apply:

2.



On any given golf hole, only two carts will be allowed off the cart path when no other restrictions apply (i.e.
Cart Path Only).



Any additional carts must remain on the cart path for the entire play of that hole (no alternating back and forth
with the two other carts that are allowed on the turf for that hole).



Single Rider Carts with a handicap flag will not count as one of the “two carts”.



Each tee time will be limited to one (1) SRC with a handicap flag, with the intent of having no more than a
maximum of three carts per group driving on the turf.



This policy is not applicable to Personal Golf Vehicles (PGVs) (i.e. carts designed for one rider…e.g.
scooters).



Carts with just spectators must always remain on the cart path (no exceptions).

Recommendation
For groups with more than two carts, we suggest the golfers determine within the group which cart or carts will
remain on the cart path throughout the round during the playing of each hole.

D. Cart Rules
The following rules shall apply to all types of golf carts both rental and privately-owned:


When the GATE SYSTEM is in effect, enter and exit turf areas through gates designated by 3-foot red stakes with
green caps located at the beginning and end of fairways.



DRIVE ON CART PATH until even with ball then enter turf at 90° when gates are not present.



SCATTER ACROSS TURF until ball is on green.



EXIT TURF at 90° to cart path.



REMAIN ON CART PATH on all Par-3 holes.



STAY 25 FEET from tees and greens.



DO NOT DRIVE around sides or back of greens.



DO NOT DRIVE in the desert.



DO NOT ENTER private resident property to retrieve golf balls.

